Question

What role does trust play in the execution of Mission Command?

How is it developed?

Is it essential for mission command?
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“Character is like a tree and reputation like a shadow. The shadow is what we think of it; the tree is the real thing.”

Abraham Lincoln
Introduction

Trust is essential for the successful implementation of mission command, otherwise it is detailed command. Mission command requires a transactional and negotiable agreement between a commander and his/her subordinate leader to meet the intent of an explicitly defined task or mission\(^1\). Although mission command is a tool of the commander during unified land operations\(^2\), it is a philosophy that leaders, not just commanders, must utilize in their daily actions associated with the accomplishment of tasks. With this in mind, mission command should be redefined to be inclusive of all leaders and actions associated within the full range of military operations (ROMO) – garrison and unified land operation environments.

In the Center for the Army Profession and Ethic (CAPE) Annual Survey of the Army Profession Technical Report (CASAP FY15), 91% of respondents perceive their leader trusts them to properly perform their duties (activity control\(^3\)). However, there is not a firm consensus that leaders are actively interacting with subordinates to encourage candid dialogue and define what is prudent risk, which would demonstrate that trust is present\(^4\) (capability control). This is reinforced in follow-on CASAP questions concerning the leader’s ability to inspire subordinates to be persons of character (much less at 58% to 72%) or that the leaders are providing helpful coaching or counseling (also much less at 54% to 70%)\(^5\). This decline enforces that Soldiers are relating trust with activity control instead of the preferred capability control, which builds relationships and improves trustworthiness.

Problem Statement

How can the Army encourage unit leaders to develop the mission command philosophy through the establishment, sustainment, and strengthening of internal trust:

- Given a large and diverse work force;
• Against limited resources, competing requirements, biases, and a variety of expectations;
• Over varying career lengths and environments;
• In assorted and geographically dispersed units;
• With consideration for a variety of education levels, experiences, individuality, career and personal goals, cultures, core values, professional diversity, and requirements?

**Research Methodology**

Meta-analysis and introspective analysis were the primary methods used to develop this paper. The paper focuses on the relationships between character, trust, mission command, bureaucracy, leader engagement, and followership within garrison and warlike environments.

**Outline**

**Mission Command**

Mission command is a leadership philosophy that must begin before a leader and his/her subordinates participate in unified land operations. Mission command is easier to execute during combat operations where time, space, and operational tempo facilitate it but this becomes more complicated in other ROMO environments such as garrison. Combat requires units to disperse throughout a defined area of operation, disconnected from the commander. Trust and identification of trusted personnel occurs prior to arrival although it can be lost during operations. Garrison environments, on the other hand, are where trust is either built or can deteriorate due to ease of access (location, ease of mobility, micromanagement), abdication (distraction / overwhelmed by bureaucratic requirements), and understanding other quality of life requirements (family, personal goals) are present.

Army units have been operating in and out of defined combat operations since 2001. The majority of doctrine focuses on the Army within this environment, while inferring how it
prepares for unified land operation. As the Army continues to operate for longer timeframes within a garrison or near-garrison environment, many aspects of doctrine will need to include this environment in their guidance. Mission command, with its categorical metamorphosis from a defined commander-oriented philosophy into a generic leadership philosophy, is one such term. FM 6-22, states that leader development needs to include the “exercising of art and science of mission command”\(^6\) emphasizing that this does not begin exclusively with the commander.

Mission command cannot begin with a commander and end with the leaders they have designated to complete a mission/task; only to begin again with the next level of command. This is not the intent of the philosophy although the definition infers it is. Mission command requires subordinate leaders, not just commanders, to practice this philosophy. Mission command cannot end with micromanagement, or detailed command, at lower levels. *Mission command should not exclusively begin within the officer domain*\(^7\); *it must begin within the leadership domain.* Through practice, all leaders must develop mission command in all environments, not just transactional, situational, or similar leadership models, to effectively engage and grow their teams.

**Trust**

ADRP 1 specifies that trust is the bedrock of the Army profession. Likewise, internal trust is the bedrock of mission command because it summarizes how professionals, leader/subordinate, rely on their view of the other’s character, competence, and commitment.\(^8\) In “Trust and Betrayal in the Workplace”, Drs. Dennis Reina and Michelle Reina routinely state that trust begins with each individual; specifically, their attitude, intention, and behaviors within the relationship\(^9\). A positive relationship results in a confident approach that is participatory, collaborative, and innovative since trust is fundamental for an effective relationship\(^10\).
Since internal trust requires a relationship, leaders must ensure that they are maximizing time with subordinates, primarily those directly reporting to the leader (direct report). Too often, leaders and followers prefer abdication over delegation. Abdication of responsibility is the antithesis of mission command since it severs communication - feedback and guidance. If a task or mission is not completed to a perceived standard, abdication encourages blame, eroding trust. A leader may inappropriately identify fault with the subordinate who assumed he/she was meeting the leader’s intent or a subordinate may quietly and slowly disconnect from a leader because he/she is not receiving the required guidance. Leaders are responsible for building and encouraging vertical trust.

Leader engagement

Leaders must maintain the proper direct support engagements so that they build trust – too little and a subordinate may perceive the leader as not caring, too much and it is micromanaging. According to a Leadership IQ study of 32,000 participants, a leader should attempt to engage with a subordinate (direct report) six hours per week; which means a leader should be actively leading no more than six to seven subordinates. The challenge occurs when leaders are distracted or overwhelmed by unrealistic bureaucratic expectations and unable to perform meaningful engagements. Leader engagement must occur at every level of command including strategic, operational, and tactical; the difference is degree of experience and depth of development.

Followership

Just as a leader may fail to properly engage subordinates, followership can be a challenge for those being lead. The concept of followership emphasizes that followers have as much involvement in the success of an organization as leaders. Followers are capable of developing
their own meaning through action and courage and want to be involved in making an organizational successful\textsuperscript{17}. In “Followership and job satisfaction in the public sector”\textsuperscript{18}, the authors conclude that capability control (emphasize development of skills and abilities with guidance as required (crucibles)), unlike activity control (provide specification of activities, monitoring, and administration of rewards (transactional leadership)), results in a positive job satisfaction\textsuperscript{19}. Since job satisfaction can be correlated with trust, leaders should be actively involved in mission command but only to a degree where they are assisting with, not inhibiting, growth.

**Developing Trust through Relationships**

Using Abraham Lincoln’s quote, we develop trust for the tree (character) and not its shadow (reputation). Reputation is an outward interpretation by others based on circumstances or events. We may trust an individual in one circumstance but not every circumstance. The person, on the other hand, is the sum of his/her experiences, remaining the same even when others are not around – the persistent mental and moral qualities of an individual. To develop trust, within the context of mission command, leaders and those assigned to accomplish the task or mission must develop a relationship within this circumstance (e.g., a work environment). They must routinely interact on tasks that are similar to those associated with mission command – meaningful interaction that benefits the leader and the subordinate.

Three models assist leaders to actively develop trust and shared meaning with subordinate leaders: Build Trust of Character (self), Meaning-Making (relationship), and Crucibles (another). Build Trust of Character provides six behaviors that leaders and followers perform to earn trust; trust starts with the individual. Meaning-Making is a leader engagement technique that is especially useful with junior officers or when a subordinate may not have had
an experience earlier in his/her career. Crucibles focus on intentionally growing four key characteristics within subordinates by challenging them with unique experiences.

**Behaviors that Build Trust of Character**

Routine interaction, a relationship, is required to develop “mutual understanding between people that they’ll hold true to their promise”\(^{20}\); Reina and Reina refer to this as Trust of Character. Some relationships are for a specific purpose, while others have grown over longer time periods through different types of interactions; acquaintances versus family members.

Character is one of three dimensions, including capability and communication, that must be reciprocal and created incrementally. To earn Trust of Character, leaders and followers must “practice six behaviors: manage expectations, establish boundaries, delegate appropriately, encourage mutually serving intentions, keep agreements, and be consistent.”\(^{21}\) The challenge occurs when leader engagements are constrained or minimalized due to time availability or competing command-driven requirements. To maintain Trust of Character, leaders must recognize and honor that their subordinate’s expectations, boundaries, and perspectives are just as important as their own.\(^{22}\)

Before leaders and subordinates can trust each other, each must establish the six Trust of Character behaviors within themselves; trust begins with each of us. Each must walk-the-talk and talk-the-talk before they are trustworthy.\(^{23}\) Trust of character occurs within a specific setting(s), such as work, home, relationship, or capability. For example, a Soldier may be beyond reproach at work with his/her peers but not on solid ground with his/her spouse because he/she is working all the time. He/she may have the same image of himself/herself at work and home but his/her behaviors are different, therefore trust by others is different for the same act. Work associates may state, “If MAJ Johnson says he’ll have it done, he will”, whereas the officer’s son
may state, “Daddy said he would be at my game but he’ll probably have to work late.” In this case, each behavior indicates the level of trust that the peer or son has for MAJ Johnson; at work he manages his behaviors better than he does at home where he probably takes them for granted.

**Leadership Development: Meaning-Making**

Experience is the best teacher. Life-of-hard-knocks is the best school. Although these are routine phrases, leaders can use experiential learning and meaning-making to help subordinates grow, improve trust, reduce mandatory requirements, and develop the mission command philosophy. Because leaders are too often distracted or overwhelmed, they do not spend enough time with subordinates ensuring they are continuing to grow; they abdicate responsibility instead of investing in delegation. Subordinates may learn by doing but they are not reaching their full potential because they may be unable to make meaning out of the event.

Reading a book requires that a reader (subordinate) perform an action to gain experience. If the reader simply or quickly reads the words in the book, he/she will not understand the writer’s purpose. Readers must take time to read, reflect, and comprehend in order for meaning to be discovered. In some instances, the reader still may not understand what he/she has read and needs to discuss the material with the writer (leader). If the writer is not available, then the reader will need to consult someone else (mentor) that can provide meaning. In this way, leaders must assist subordinate make meaning with many routine tasks, otherwise they may have completed the task but not learned a core principal or grown in any way. The goal of every leader should be to assist a team member’s progress from Lower Order Thinking to Highest Order Thinking; improve, if nothing else, his/her ability to think critically, reflect, and self-evaluate.

The Two-Phase Leader Development model focuses on enhancing experiential learning. “This means creating learning opportunities by placing subordinate leaders into challenging
assignments to stretch their thinking and behavior. This model is important throughout a career, although it is especially important with younger Soldiers. Cognitive growth takes practice and time; some will learn earlier and quicker than others. When young Soldiers join the military, most will not have the cognitive skills to maximize critical thinking - purposeful and reflective judgment about what they believe or do in response to an experience. Additionally, Carey W. Walker and Matthew J. Bonnot, note that Robert Kegan’s theory on meaning-making has five-stages of which Orders 3 and 4 are most important in adult learning. In Order 3, Soldiers co-construct their meaning with other persons – such as the leader. Conversely, Order 4 Soldiers are critical thinkers and able to self-author. In the authors’ opinion “the principals of mission command are structured for self-directed, Order 4 leaders. The majority of junior leaders in the Army have not yet achieved this level of cognitive development.” Given this, leaders that assist with meaning-making are developing subordinates and building trusting relationships because they are actively mentoring and guiding.

In this model, leaders do not just set conditions (identify an experience) to learn, they also engage with the subordinate through a five-step process: observation, feedback, dialogue, reflection, and adjustment. During the initial three-steps, the leader is actively involved helping the subordinate set the conditions for the final two steps. The model is not a formal developmental counseling, although it is an activity that some leaders may be using to improve subordinate duty performance. For example, a leader may observe the subordinate performing a task (leading the clearing of a structure or NCOIC of a range). Once the task is complete, the leader may pull the subordinate, only, aside into a non-threatening environment and perform an after-action review outlining the steps of the tasks and the intended purpose. The leader and subordinate would then discuss what occurred, didn’t occur, should have occurred, and how it
relates to other tasks or responsibilities. The subordinate would then reflect on his/her performance, feedback, and dialogue to determine if his/her thoughts or actions should change (this may not occur immediately). Finally, if appropriate, the subordinate defines his/her own meaning from the experience and modifies his/her perspective and actions. If leader-engaged meaning-making had not occurred, the subordinate may not have fully appreciated every aspect of the experience or related it appropriately to his/her career.

As with Trust of Character, meaning-making develops trust through ordinary military tasks because the leader is investing in the subordinate through time, coaching, and caring. Since the leader and subordinate are continually developing meaning through ordinary work tasks, they have a process (baseline) for when it matters – during mission command. Meaning-making encourages trust through predictable, professional interaction and development of Trust of Character behaviors.

**Crucible: Experiential Learning**

In “Leading for a Lifetime”, Warren G. Bennis and Robert J. Thomas describe crucibles as a way for leaders to encourage growth in subordinates. Leaders use crucibles to focus on developing four key leadership characteristics within a subordinate: adaptive capacity, engaging others through shared meaning, voice, and integrity. The most important characteristic leaders can help subordinates develop is adaptive capacity – ability to reframe failure into a form of education. When leaders are able to challenge and encourage subordinates to adapt and learn despite possible failure, they are building critical thinking skills and an ability to identify prudent risk; each essential to mission command. Crucibles are personal events, defined by the person experiencing the transformation. Therefore, leaders must engage with, and know, their subordinates using meaning-making techniques to adapt and encourage the crucible experience.
Crucibles challenge a subordinate’s adaptive capacity within three types of experiences: new territory, reversal, and suspension. New territory crucibles occur when subordinates attempt tasks they did not prepare for (e.g., broadening assignment) with the intent of overcoming “the disorientation and weaving it into one’s own experiential tapestry, rather than being consumed in the newness, confusion, and deluge of foreign sensations.” Reversal crucibles occur when a subordinate is able to endure or identify creative solutions to experiences such as loss, defeat, or pressure (e.g., competition). Finally, suspension crucibles encourage the subordinate to reflect on his/her purpose or values by taking a break from his/her normal routine (e.g., investigating officer).

In addition to adaptive capacity, leaders must be able to engage others through shared meaning, have a distinctive voice, and an unshakable integrity. Effective leaders are able to listen, engage, tell stories, enlist an audience in a vision, and seek the hard truths. They encourage candid conversation because it fosters communication. They have a distinctive voice and know who they are and what is important to them. They have deep values that are unavoidable and encourage others to do the same. They ensure that the organization’s/team’s values are clear and encourage tolerance and diversity, so members can explore, articulate, and express their own in a way that is safe. Finally, they value integrity and help subordinates “learn how to balance competence and ambition with a moral compass” through first-class mentoring and coaching.

Experienced leaders are able to identify a subordinate’s shortcomings: fear failure, prima donna tendencies, poor decision-making, weak listening skills, or stage fright. Crucibles are a method for helping a subordinate improve this shortcoming. The leader just needs to ask a basic question about every task that they assign to a subordinate – Will this task help improve adaptive
capacity, engagement with shared meaning, voice, or integrity in the subordinate? The tasks can be routine or special, the opportunity lies in how the leader helps the subordinate with the meaning-making process or with developing behaviors that build trust of character.

**Business Case: Trust is essential to mission command**

Units operate most efficiently when trust is present. When trust exists, redundancy is less necessary, bureaucracy is less present, politics is not divisive, everyone is engaged, Soldiers enjoy being part of the team, dishonest acts occur less frequently, and Soldiers are able to live the Army values. The result of higher trust levels is improvement in mission command and unit efficiency, which are important as the Army becomes a smaller force. If leaders and subordinates work from a foundation of trust they will be more creative because they are engaged and feel safe to make a mistake; teams collaborate instead of cooperate; units work better vertically by anticipating and discussing challenges before they become critical; they execute better; and all stakeholders have a heightened loyalty, which creates synergies that extend beyond the unit.

**Conclusion / Recommendation**

Trust is essential and has a significant role in mission command, otherwise it is detailed command. As the military force becomes smaller and we continue to operate throughout the ROMO, the relevance and importance of mission command will increase. Leaders, not just commanders, will have to trust that subordinate leaders are able to meet and execute the intent of their mission. Before developing trust in others, leaders and subordinates must strengthen their own Trust of Character behaviors. Leaders must engage with subordinates through meaning-making and crucibles, to build skills, trust, and shared meaning. Through ordinary, everyday tasks and predictable interactions, subordinates develop respect for their leaders, leaders develop
confidence in their subordinates, each develops a personal commitment to the other, and transparency promotes trust\textsuperscript{42}.

**Recommendations**

1. Expand official definition of Mission Command to include leaders and Range of Military Operations not just Commanders and Unified Land Operations.
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